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Angle Murder 

by Patric Peake 

 

 On the surface, Gerald Pepper, police investigator, seemed the least likely man to 

be involved with murder, yet murder followed him like his loyal pooch, Othello, the black 

lab, and never failed to land him right in the middle of some gruesome investigation. 

  He was a medium man, medium build, medium length brown hair, medium brown 

eyes, a medium age of 45 and a medium life which included one dog, and a quaint little 

cottage on the outskirts of Crookfield, California. His only distinctive feature was a deep 

scar below his right eye that continued as a distinct dent in the bridge of his nose. 

 His efforts to draw the line of retirement around himself had failed miserably 

when it came to Eloise Block, the Police captain’s daughter. In addition to the girl’s 

sabotage, the Captain’s new detective Sergeant Detective Carol Armstrong seemed to 

have latched onto him as well, like a bright orange starfish to a rock. 

 Pepper tossed his wadded up napkin into his empty cola glass in frustration as the 

door to Pizza Castle jangled open and both females made a beeline for his table. He had 

almost finished his breadstick breakfast and gotten out the door, but, alas, it was not to 

be.   

 “We need your help, Gerald.” Even the Sergeant was now referring to him this 

way. Pepper felt mildly insulted. Actually, if he thought about it, calling him by his first 

name sort of acknowledged that he was title-less and therefore retired. 

 “My dad doesn’t believe there was a murder involved.” Eloise had just turned 

fourteen and was now convinced more than ever that she knew more than her dad about 

Criminology. After all, she had the most renowned mentor in country, Gerald Pepper. 

 “Surely you two can persuade Captain Block otherwise,” Pepper said. “Why waste 

your time on me. He’s the man.” 

 “Exactly,” Armstrong sat beside him putting a warm hand on his shoulder. “We 

need someone who isn’t quite so much the man.” 

 Pepper wasn’t sure how to take this. He felt it was sort of like asking Othello to be 

less of a dog. 
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 “The point is, a man was murdered at Ocean Cliff’s golf course and no one 

believes it, not even the other three golfers who witnessed the murder first hand,” Eloise 

said. 

 “So you’re telling me the eye witnesses of the crime are saying it was, let me 

guess, an accident. 

 “Exactly.” That response was choral. 

 “And the victim?” 

 “George Witherspoon, the oral surgeon. You know, the one who operated on 

President Kennedy.” 

 “So you think someone who was offended by Kennedy’s smile…” Pepper paused for 

effect. 

 “Stop it Gerald,” Eloise said. “You wear sarcasm like a wet boa.” 

 Gerald decided that in order to avoid any further emasculating comments, he’d 

have to toss them a crumb, like he did with Othello. 

 “I’ll take a look. No promises.” 

 

 The eighth tee at Ocean Cliffs is literally a few feet from a cliff that ends on rocks 

below. Witnesses said that Witherspoon attempted to crush the ball at that par 5, and 

threw himself so out of balance in his backswing that he literally flung himself over the 

edge backwards. The other three of his foursome watched this in awe and assured them 

that this was a simple, yet bizarre accident. Two were dentists and one was a priest. 

 “Something’s fishy, Gerald.” Eloise looked out over the cliff at the ocean. The tide 

was low and, far below, a lone fisherman cast into the surf on a small beach extending 

out from the rocks. 

 “Any marks on the body?” Gerald peeked over the edge as he scanned the rocky 

drop. 

 “All sorts of scrapes and broken bones and bruises,” Armstrong said. “Too much 

damage to pick out anything in particular. No signs of a struggle.  I don’t know. Maybe 

the Captain’s right, and even if it was a murder somehow, it looks pretty hopeless.  Not 

only do we not have a murder weapon, we have no suspect with a good motive.” 
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 “You know,” Pepper said. “Sometimes you don’t even need to know the motive to 

be absolutely sure who committed the murder and how.” 

 “Gerald,” Eloise frowned at him. “You’ve solved this, haven’t you?” 

  “Yes.” 

 “And who, may I ask,” Detective Armstrong queried. “Is the murderer?” 

 “That man.” Pepper pointed at the fisherman. 

 “You’re kidding.” Armstrong said. 

 “I tried kidding earlier and got accused of wearing women’s clothing.” Pepper 

smiled at Eloise. 

 Knowing that if Pepper had a handicap for murder cases like they do for golf, his 

would be zero, Armstrong called it in and the fisherman was brought in to the station. 

  

 “My guess is a Sinking Minnow Crank Bait,” Pepper said to the suspect. “Good 

choice for offshore halibut.  It’s got good weight for a long cast, and three treble hooks 

for a sure catch.” 

 George’s son, Ray Witherspoon glared at Pepper. “I’m sure I don’t know what you 

are talking about, other than fishing.” 

 “Well,” Pepper said. “We can belay a climber down the cliff to retrieve the lure 

hung up on a branch down there. Or you can admit that you are highly skilled with a 

ten-foot surf rod, snagged your father’s golf jacket in the middle of his swing, and yanked 

like you were setting the hook on a big one – which you were.” 

 Ray’s fishing ego got the best of him at that moment. “You’ve got to admit, from 

the side of a cliff, that was a hell of a cast.” 

 “I admit it,” Pepper replied. 

 Inspector Pepper tossed a ball for Othello into the surf on a much friendlier beach 

than Ocean Cliffs. Maybe he would pick up the old rod and reel again. It had been years. 

Martha had made a tempura that literally dissolved in your mouth. He cast out the idea 

realizing he had no one for whom to fish. That’s when Othello ran by Pepper with the 

ball, and gave it to the arriving Carol Armstrong, in a neon, orange bikini.  
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